The Voice of the Future
How technologies like AI and IoT are
converging and consolidating to create
smarter rooms, happier guests and more
profitable operations.
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Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) is poised to revolutionize not just the hospitality
industry, but almost everything in our daily lives. Connectivity is being infused into
everyday items that may never have been online in the past, such as thermostats,
lighting, appliances, and even common items like luggage and uniforms — and
there are infinite ways that these newly online items can communicate with
each other to our benefit. Voice-based technologies and automation are natural
outgrowths of IoT and consumers are becoming increasingly comfortable using
voice-command to do everything from opening apps on their mobile phones and
checking their flight status to setting the temperature of the room and changing
the TV channel.
With the explosive growth of these advanced technologies in the consumer
market over the past several years, smart home device and technology ecosystem
providers have also been making inroads into the hotel market. Spurred by
increasing consumer expectations for a more seamless and connected stay,
this trend shows no signs of stopping. In fact, hotels and resorts are steadily
increasing their spending on IT and related systems. According to a survey by
Hospitality Technology magazine,1 57% of chief information officers planned to
increase IT spending in 2017, and 52% identified digital customer engagement
as their top strategic goal.
In this white paper, we explore how this new technology landscape is transforming
travel, and how to future-proof your properties to ensure continued guest
satisfaction and maximum operational efficiency.
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Smart Guest Rooms and Getting Smarter
Intel estimates that there will be 200 billion smart objects by 2020, or 26 IoT items for
every person.2 Meanwhile, IT research firm Gartner predicts the typical American home
could have 500 smart devices by 2022.3 This trend is also impacting travel.
In fact, in its 2017 Travel Hospitality Outlook,4 Deloitte envisions a near-future experience
in which a Wi-Fi network recognizes an arriving guest’s smartphone, instructs the
property management system to automatically check them in, unlocks their door upon
arriving at the room, and instantly adjusts the lighting and temperature settings to their
predetermined preferences. Later, after the guest finishes their room
service meal, the internet-connected dining tray senses that they are
finished and alerts housekeeping for pickup.
To make the guest experience this seamless, however, multiple devices
and systems are required — and they all must communicate with each
other. Therein lies the challenge. The dream of today’s sophisticated
hotel guests, as well as hoteliers, is a single interface that adjusts room
owners were employing voice
lighting, controls the TV, sets the room temperature, and even orders
room service. Total guest room control from a single device is fast
assistants by 2015, up significantly
becoming a reality at today’s most tech-forward hotels, and smart
guest rooms are the pinnacle of experiential customization. To reach
from 30% just two years prior.
that pinnacle, smart devices are getting smarter all the time, utilizing
robust communication protocol, such as Bluetooth and Zigbee. These
smart devices also have an added benefit of being able to gather a
vast amount of user data that can be useful in further customizing the hotel stay and
maximizing operational efficiency.

Two-thirds of American smartphone

To that end, the past five years have seen massive growth in the hotel industry’s use of
in-room sensors, whether for basic things like occupancy, temperature, water usage and
lighting, or more creative hospitality applications. Decibel sensors, for example, can notify
hotel staff of loud noises that might be disturbing guests.

Voice Assistant Technology
Consumer use of voice-assistant technology has exploded since 2013, due to the rising
availability of these technologies from multiple providers. Voice assistants are increasingly
sophisticated, and the growing uses for them in everyday life are driving consumers to
adopt them in droves. Two-thirds of American smartphone owners were employing voice
assistants by 2015, up significantly from 30% just two years prior.5 The voice assistant
landscape is divided between smartphone- and speaker-based assistants. These
distinctions, while important now, will lose relevance in the long run as more assistants
can be used on both kinds of devices.
The growing popularity of voice-based assistants in homes is now leading to the desire
for a similar experience during a guest’s hotel stay. Guests are beginning to expect that
in-room technology will work similarly to the devices that are already in use in their own
homes. In response to this new demand, hoteliers are searching for an affordable and
efficient solution that not only caters to a guest’s wants and needs, but is also tailored
specifically for hotels.
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Personal assistance devices in hospitality

Advances in artificial intelligence (AI) are allowing voice-activated devices to accurately
understand more information, while upgrades to mobile networks are facilitating quick
transfers of data to cloud-based systems, enabling fast response times. In addition, the
swell of internet-connected devices, like smart thermostats and speakers, is giving voice
assistants even more utility in the connected consumer’s life.
With the increasing usage of voice-based technologies in the hotel space, consumer-based
technologies are expanding their market to attract hoteliers. Consumer technologies,
however, are struggling to meet the needs of hoteliers and their guests, due to the
hardware support needed to work efficiently with the many technologies that are required
to run a hotel.
n

Advantages of purpose-built hospitality assistants

As with the home consumer tech space, guest room technology is rapidly consolidating
into fewer and fewer devices that are more integrated and more powerful. All-in-one
devices that are purpose-built for the hotel industry empower guests with personalized
experiences through virtual assistants. These devices provide access to
hotel amenities and services, as well as touchscreen and voice control
of in-room entertainment, lighting, ambient temperature and secure
Wi-Fi networks. They feature high-fidelity Bluetooth speakers for
playing music and the ability to integrate with PBX systems to enable
All-in-one devices that are purposehands-free phone calls. They even have the ability to equip event
organizers with simple, effective tools to engage and communicate with
conference and meeting attendees.
built for the hotel industry empower

Hotel Wi-Fi

guests with personalized experiences
through virtual assistants.

With more and more connected devices, Wi-Fi has become the
heartbeat of our generation. Reliable and secure guest room Wi-Fi
has become a mission-critical service for hoteliers, both operationally
and for guest satisfaction. In fact, an overwhelming percentage of guests (94%) identify
quality Wi-Fi as the most important hotel amenity,6 and a Journal of Hospitality & Tourism
Research study concluded that reliable Wi-Fi can be a “deal breaker,” affecting guests’
booking decisions.7 And yet, the industry continues to provide wireless internet service
that is unreliable and unsecure.
The hotel industry has well-documented security challenges in providing sufficient
guest Wi-Fi. In 2015, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission found evidence of widespread
infiltration of hotel guest networks by hackers, in which malware was used to steal
sensitive property and guest data.8
n

In-room access points

A decade ago, it was common practice for hotel access points to be located in hallways.
With the evolution of technology, and heightened guest demand for reliable and secure
Wi-Fi, hoteliers are discovering that placing access points in each guest room substantially
increases guest satisfaction and network security.
Placing access points in guest rooms also helps keep radio frequencies segregated, which
reduces co-channel interference and contention domains, ultimately resulting in higher
data rates, better performance and happier guests.
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Personalized cloud-based networks

By providing guests with individual, cloud-controlled Wi-Fi networks, guests can easily
personalize the in-room network to allow their devices to connect as they do at home
— automatically. Even better, cloud-hosted personalized network preferences can be
securely stored for future stays, and not just at the same property or even within the same
hotel brand; all hotels using the same network-hosting platform can instantly identify a
guest’s devices and connect them, even if they’ve never visited that hotel previously.
Likewise, just as cloud-based Wi-Fi platforms store device identification and connectivity
permissions across locations, the same is possible with smart guest room preferences. An
all-in-one device learns each guest’s lighting, temperature and entertainment preferences,
and then on future visits, whether to that hotel or a different one, instantly adjusts the
room’s settings accordingly upon check-in.

Guest Room Tech as Communication Tool
Devices that feature visual interfaces have largely rendered printed guest room compendia
obsolete. Beginning in the 1990s with early-generation interactive TV platforms, key hotel
information like amenities, phone numbers and restaurant menus went digital. Beyond
the novelty factor, this allowed the hotel to update information in real time while reducing
printing costs and room clutter.

By providing guests with individual,
cloud-based Wi-Fi networks, guests are
able to easily personalize their in-room

Today, the always-on, tablet-style interfaces of modern guest room
assistant technology takes that to a whole new level, allowing
for unobtrusive digital advertising and communication. Further
AI innovations could reduce heavy workload for concierges in
coming years, giving concierge staff a device to assist them in
their daily responsibilities for more efficient operations. Digital inroom assistants will soon have the capability to make unprompted
suggestions and recommendations, based on location and
preferences, to hotel guests. This can improve the stay and
potentially save hotel chains millions of dollars in concierge costs.

networks to allow their devices to connect
as they do at home —

Hotel amenities can be promoted with sleek, interactive videos
using demographic data and purchase history for micro-targeting
individual guests. Guests see highly personalized messaging and
automatically.
the touchscreen interface allows them to act on it easily, whether
that means instantly booking a spa treatment or tapping the
picture of a beautiful chocolate cake to have it sent to the room.
Likewise, the hotel may grant event organizers the ability to communicate to guests using
touchscreen devices. Announcements, key event information and real-time updates can
be pushed to the event participants’ screens without disturbing other guests.

Cost-savings for Hoteliers
The hospitality industry spends, on average, $3.7 billion annually on energy costs.9 Hotel
owners can reduce energy consumption an estimated 20% to 45% by deploying energy
management solutions to address HVAC, lighting and plug loads in hotel guest rooms.
Guest satisfaction being paramount, most hoteliers are reluctant to exert too much control
of heating and air conditioning usage, and anything else could be perceived by guests
as reducing comfort, convenience or the overall brand experience. However, energy
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represents the single fastest growing operating cost in the lodging industry. Electricity
in hotel rooms is wasted with lighting, standby power losses and electrical devices
unnecessarily left on. Energy management systems help hoteliers meet sustainability and
efficiency goals by automatically turning off lights and adjusting the thermostat when a
room is unoccupied. Some hotel chains have even adopted a technique called “daylight
harvesting,” which saves energy by automatically adjusting energy-efficient LED lighting
based on the levels of natural light detected by sensors.
Combined with data analytics, sensors can also help hotels identify
water waste. The cost of a leaky toilet in New York City is approximately
$750 per year.10

Modern Hotel Telephony

A global study by IBM in fact
determined that organizations

The guest room telephone has traditionally been the primary form of
implementing big data strategies
communication between hotel guests and staff. Although the rest of
the world has practically abandoned landline phones with the advent of
were 15% more likely to report
mobile services, hotels are still required to maintain telephones in guest
11
rooms due to hotel safety regulations. Although that will undoubtedly
significant gains.
change, phones are likely to remain a staple of the hotel guest room for
several more years. Through the consolidation of technology, hotels can
bundle telephony with other new technologies, such as voice-based assistants, to meet
the requirement for an easy-to-use communications tool in the event of an emergency
while simultaneously offering a multitude of features and functionality.
With a high-resolution touchscreen, for instance, guests can immediately be directed to
the party they’re trying to reach, whether it be on or off property. Technologies with voice
capability can quickly and securely reach restaurants, hotel staff, or even emergency
contacts with a quick voice command, giving hotels an attractive replacement to the
standard landline.

Increased Value to Hoteliers
With the rise of inter-device communication and integration abilities, perhaps one of the
most valuable benefits from a hotelier’s perspective is the advantage of being able to
gather and analyze an array of guest and service-related data. As use of traditional paperbased surveys has fallen to one percent, along with the fact that 97% of business travelers
and 94% of leisure travelers travel with at least one mobile device,12 loT has stepped in to
provide properties with the means to learn about guest preferences and adapt services on
an unprecedented scale. By leveraging such data, hoteliers can delve into the likes and
dislikes of each guest, allowing them to discover which amenities are most profitable and
which ones are a drain on property resources. Information on specific guest purchases
and service usage can allow hoteliers to anticipate what each guest expects during a stay
in order to personalize the experience and maximize revenueearning potential.
A global study by IBM in fact determined that organizations implementing big data
strategies were 15% more likely to report significant gains.13 Yet often still problematic is
the tendency to silo data gathered due to the fact that hotel systems including reservation,
CRM, and loyalty platforms, rarely interact with one another.14 By taking advantage of
technology that can consolidate various interactive guest room services into one solution,
hotels can begin to overcome this issue via greater integration and communication
with disparate systems from the very moment that a guest request is made. In taking
this approach, hoteliers can gain a full picture of their operations to implement
intelligence-based decisions that simultaneously enhance satisfaction, reputation and
business growth.
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Fewer devices to buy and maintain

Guest room technology consolidation also means fewer devices to purchase and maintain.
Based on input from third-party vendors that specialize in hospitality technology, an in-room Wi-Fi access point, a voice assistant device, a SIP telephone, an alarm clock radio
with Bluetooth audio streaming, and a guest room tablet solution would cost a combined
total of approximately $860 on average, based on the data included below:
n Wi-Fi in-room access point: $290
n Single purpose voice assistant device: $110
n SIP corded telephone: $90
n Hotel alarm clock radio with Bluetooth: $110
n Guest room tablet solution: $260
Bundling all of these technologies into a single purpose-built hospitality guest room device
brings the cost down to under $500. Given the variety of room control offerings and
the disparate technologies needed to run a hotel properly, an all-encompassing solution
provides hoteliers with an affordable alternative that balances guest satisfaction with the
operational needs of the property.
Purpose-built devices for the hospitality environment typically have either Bluetooth or
Zigbee communications protocols built in to allow them to seamlessly communicate
with other devices. Currently, Angie Hospitality provides the only affordable guest room
assistant technology that employs both technologies, making it flexible and scalable.
n

Operational efficiencies

While the most obvious benefits from purpose-built, all-in-one hospitality devices are
on the consumer-facing side, it’s in the maximization of operational efficiencies where
this technology really shines. Leveraging the latest in artificial intelligence and data
analysis, today’s leading enterprise-class guest room assistants reduce the workload of
hotel staff. Integrations with property management systems and guest request systems
facilitate optimized workflows to accurately and efficiently route requests to allow staff
to consistently deliver excellent customer service. Likewise, native cloud-based energy
management systems team with in-room occupancy sensors and room control capabilities
to lower utility costs and meet hotel sustainability and efficiency goals.
n Revenue

optimization

All-in-one hospitality devices further stand apart for their ability to drive bottom-line
benefits by promoting profitable amenities, such as restaurants, spas and retail, as
well as conferences, events and return reservations. Replacing the printed in-room
compendium, a sleek voice-activated and touchscreen interface provides up-to-themoment, visually appealing hotel, event, and local information, and can even take room
service orders. As a cloud-based solution with the ability to access big data analytics, such
devices can be used to customize information presented based on a guest’s history and
unique preferences, a form of personalization that is rapidly becoming the future of hotel
service promotion.
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Conclusion
With hospitality services increasingly under pressure to deliver more functionality
and greater profit within smaller time frames, hotels in markets around the world
will inevitably need to adopt technology that can meet these crucial needs and
goals. As the world becomes more inter-connected and fast-paced, hoteliers
stand to benefit. By welcoming the changes brought on by IoT, hoteliers have
an opportunity to increase guest satisfaction and their bottom line. With the
latest innovations in voice and service consolidation entering the mainstream,
the hospitality industry is on the verge of a transformation that will fundamentally
redefine what it means to offer a truly exceptional guest experience.
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About Angie Hospitality
Angie Hospitality, led by hospitality industry veterans, designs and develops the only 24-hour interactive guest room assistant,
Wi-Fi and room control technology solution built just for hotels and resorts. The 2017 HTNG TechOvation Winner, Angie
is the world’s first enterprise-class, cloud-managed platform built on a secure, scalable, and highly-available architecture
that is continuously monitored and enables her to self-configure for each property and room as soon as she’s plugged in.
With headquarters in Silicon Valley and London, Angie Hospitality currently offers services in North America and Europe,
expanding soon to Asia Pacific and the Middle East. For more information on Angie Hospitality, please visit www.angie.ai and
connect with us on our social media channels – Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube.
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